PURITY OF MOTIVE

Sunshine of the Americas Foundation A Non Profit 501 C3, of
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Our Goal at the Sunshine of the Americas Foundation is to employ and rent the
United Nations’ structural headquarters at every evening tide until 6 am each morning.
At those specific times it will function as a center of International media {Radio and
TV} and Inter-Faith presentations to the locals of New York, the North American
Community, even our World! Various educational and entertaining presentations will
be created on the UN Plaza reflecting variegated customs, peaceful traditions and of
course festive holy/holidays! Join to make this resolution a real success story for our
World! Volunteer! Contribute!
We will purchase through our donations received a set of artistically designed
super laser devices for manifestations that will transform the outside of the UN
structure into a multi-international, interfaith cosmic wonder! All for the honor of
Truth, Beauty and Goodness in your World, in our World!
It is our intention through DeGug, the Founder of Word Of Honor, Reverend
James Peter Coughlin and Volunteers at the Sunshine of the Americas Foundation that
we as a people of this organization of Sunshine of the Americas, as an Interfaith
institution are welcoming all Leaders/Devotees from any faith to receive an honorary
degree of recognition and at such a time they will become spontaneously Inter Faith
Ministers. All People retain their personal faith, traditions, titles, yet they all have a
new common denominator, title, Interfaith Ministers. Never do we interfere with
anyone’s personal faith; they keep all their traditions and normal identity, perfect
uniqueness and individuality. We all live in two dimensions of Love, one's personal
faith, self-respect, and second, one's understandings of interfaith, perceptiveness of all
the truth, beauty and goodness in our World.
With that in mind we extend this unity for free to all Leaders and Peoples. Why?
So that the joy of both worlds, yes both dimensions of thoughts will be experienced.
First, one's personal faith totally retained by conscience and convictions together with
second, the joy of total embracing of all the good meanings and true values in all
religions, interfaith. This leads to a most harmonious world of differentiations and
acceptance!

Yes, the same rights and privileges of self-hood for all of us to fully grasp,
express and enjoy is within reach of all. The devotees of organized major/minor
religions that seek a self centered control over Women, Children and their Followers
need to awaken to the realization that the United Nation’s structure is to become the
center for all sorts of great celebrations among the Peoples of all faiths. Let us prevent
wars and unite by Inter-Faith understandings and common goals. Let us bring
peaceful and exciting entertainment on spiritual levels at our World center.
Once we get started, as previously indicated, all these activities at the UN will
be prepared at evening tides, night times, with spiritually designed social functions of
feast and special meaningful events. Also, there will be a total separation of Religion
and State, just different times to employ/rent the structure of the United Nations’
building for those differing and specific purposes with values, family ideas and
similar goals.
There would be 12 major international interfaith meetings a year. Furthermore,
we will televise, broadcast bi annual conclaves of Leaderships from all Religions
conjoining on the interfaith levels for resolving issues and working for interfaith
principles. These principles are fair, courteous and just for all People, that is just for
all Men, all Women and Children too. Just imagine the unity and diversity of all
Organizations. They, the Organizations and Devotees will contribute to the rent fee of
the United Nations Center; management will be discussed, as the intellectual
infrastructure is apparent. From all of this we will receive full benefits from true
Devotees.
Our Flagship site is www. Word of Honor.Org. Founder, Danny De Gug
Our Office is 793 Cambridge Street, Cambridge, Ma.02141 Tel. # {617} 876 4144:
Please send donations to the office or East Cambridge Savings Bank, 292 Cambridge
Street, Cambridge Ma. 02141 and write the check in care of and payable to
Cambridge Sunshine Foundation aka Sunshine of the Americas. Thanks and come and
work with us as Volunteers. Yours truly, Reverend Danny De GuglielmoDe Gug aka
Danny De Gug; Hospital/Nursing Home Minister; TV Director and Interviewer at the
number 1 Community Access station, CCTV. Musician, Artist and student of Health
Inspecting etc.

